Get the *convenience* of eSignatures and the *security* of ink on paper in one overarching solution.

**Video Signing Room – VSR™**

Video-recorded remote signing for full compliance – using our patented technology

- Host and schedule signing sessions with built-in video conferencing for nonrepudiation purposes
- Web-enabled video conferencing from any modern browser — no downloads required
- Host shares the documents with participants in the Video Signing Room and has complete control of each document
- Chat window enables live text communication with participants
- Host sends links to signers’ phones in order for them to remotely send their one-time use signatures
- Instantly receive multiple remotely signed documents
- Signers can join and view the document on their PC or tablet screen and send signatures from their smartphone
- Video recording of screen share and video conversation included in MasterFile Audit trail

**www.syngrafii.com**
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